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Abstract— Amongst all the energy sources from human 
motion, footstep has the potential of producing electrical energy as 
an alternative source to non-conventional renewable energy. 
Researchers have shown that human footstep kinetic energy can 
be converted to electrical energy by devised mechanism for low 
power application such as powering lights, radio and charging 
phones. Eventually, a novel fluid based energy harvesting paver 
was developed and tested to contribute towards sustainable 
development. The paver uses mini hydro generators to produce 
energy as fluid is forced through these mini hydro generators upon 
human stepping. This paper presents the pressure simulation of 
fluid bag system when subjected to an applied human force and 
the quarter ellipsoid shaped proved to be the best performer which 
can produce upto 1.4J per step. The pressure simulation provides 
a relation between pressure and output power. 

Keywords— footstep, fluid bag, fluid based energy harvester, 
non-conventional renewable energy and pressure 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Electricity demand is rising proportionally with the world 
population and meeting this energy demand with renewable 
energy resources (RERs) is a concern for the policy makers. 
Even a small contribution with RERs can reduces the effects of 
climate change that poses threat to the sustainable future of the 
globe and thus a lot of effort is put on adopting RESs as 
alternative energy [1]. Recent research highlights various types 
of renewable energy technologies that are being used or 
developed and their limitations along with the challenges faced 
while implementing such technologies in developing countries 
[2-3]. One of the most efficient non-conventional renewable 
energy sources could be through human locomotion. Human 
footstep has the potential of producing electrical energy as an 
alternative source to non-conventional renewable energy as it 
has energy in kinetic and potential form[4-5]. Human 
locomotion energy harvesting system ranges from harvesting 
energy directly from human motion such as while walking to 
pavement energy harvesting from footsteps. 

According to literature [6-11], the key mechanics to harvest 
footstep kinetic energy is through the use of piezoelectric, 
electrostatic, electromagnetic and magnetostrictive materials. In 

this context, the overall efficiency of existing method of 
harvesting footstep energy are remarkable along with its 
advantage and disadvantage as shown in Table I. However, 
Islam et al. [12], designed a novel fluid based energy harvesting 
paver that works on fluid flow to generate energy using a mini 
hydro generator. The concept employed in this research is 
shown in Fig. 1. As human walk, force is exerted by the falling 
footstep on the paver and the fluid bag resulting in an increase 
in pressure inside the fluid bag. Therefore, the pressure 
simulation and analysis of different size and types of fluid bag 
is the key importance in this research.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. System design of fluid based energy harvesting paver [12, 13]. 

However, based on the theory of pressure i.e. force over an 
area principle was used in designing the fluid bag. The pressure 
in the fluid bag is a critical component of this type of the energy 
harvesting system as human footstep exerted weight force over 
an area (fluid bag top surface) that creates pressure in the system. 
The pressure always decreases in a constant diameter pipe in the 
direction of the fluid flow with p=-dp/dx. The pressure drop 
inside a pipe for a laminar flow is given by Equation 1: where 
P1 and P2 is the pressure at points 1 and 2 respectively, μ is the 
dynamic viscosity of the fluid (Pa.s), L is the distance between 
two points of the pressure measurements (m) and V is the 
velocity of the fluid (m/s)[14]. 

 P1+P2= 32μLV
d2  (1) 

The fluid bag material and design plays a significant role in 
efficient energy harvesting by this system. In this research paper 
pressure distribution simulation was carried out on several 
designs to optimise the fluid bag design which was lacking in 
the previous work. 
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TABLE I.  DIFFERENT TYPES OF FOOTSTEP ENERGY HARVESTING.  

Advantages  Disadvantages 
PaveGen [13]

• Eco friendly 
• Uses recycled material in construction (rubber) 
• Commercially available 
• Good power output (5W from continuous footstep) 

• Not suitable for low population dense areas 
• Possible ethical issue of harvesting energy without human / user consent  
• Expensive   

Piezoelectric Tiles [6-8] 
• The piezoelectric transducers are small in size, so it’s easy to vary the tile 

size to meet the dimensional requirements.  
• Clean energy with low maintenance 
• Commercially available. 

• Not suitable for low population areas. 
• Piezoelectric transducers are highly temperature sensitive   
• The tiles have to be attached and fixed at one place which gives 

exposure to weathering agents such as rain, wind and animals 
In-Shoe Energy Harvester [14] 

• Portable and Comfortable  
• Does not required population dense areas as it can be worn by individuals  
• Cheaper compared with other methods  
• Sufficient power output to charge small electronics 

• Many factors have to be taken into account in the design phase such as 
exposure to water /mud.  

 

Rack and Pinion [15] 

• Eco friendly 
• Can store generated power in battery 
• Power generated just by walking on the system 
• Sufficient power output to charge small electronics 

• Low power output when compared with conventional methods. 
• More maintenance (moving parts) 
• A greater depth of tile / step compression is needed when compared 

with commercial mean. This may not be comfortable for the user.  
Fluid based power harvesting system / water circulation method [12] 

• Majority of the materials are locally available for construction   
• Power generated can be stored. 
• Eco friendly and clean energy generation  
• Cheaper when compared with other methods 

• Suitable for population dense areas 
• Requires maintenance since it has moving parts. 

In Section II, the concept design and system integration is 
discussed. Section III, shows the ANSYS simulation results.  
Results and discussion are under section IV and conclusion are 
provide in Section V. 

II. CONCEPT DESIGN AND SYSTEM INTEGRATION  

Recent studies have shown that human locomotion induces 
a 500–1000 N dynamic force on the ground [18-19] and the time 
of exerted force by each step while walking  is around 0.2 to 0.3 
seconds [17]. The force that is generated by human footstep is 
wasted around the globe. In this context, a new concept of 
footstep energy harvesting technique is developed which uses 
the dynamic force as kinetic energy and converts it into 
electricity. The structural design of the paver is based on two tile 
structure, each consisting of a fluid bag connected with mini 
hydro generator and unidirectional valves.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of electrical model of the Fluid Based System 
Fluid Based System. 

 Particularly, the overall working principle can be abstracted 
as a graphical representation as shown in Fig. 3. The pavement 
architecture consist of super capacitor, charge control, battery 
and parallax data acquisition (DAQ) tool to capture the real time 
data as shown in Fig. 2. The harvested energy will be stored in 

a battery bank with the help of the super capacitor. The stored 
energy later can be used to power the low powered device as 
shown in Fig. 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                         

 

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of electrical model of the Fluid Based 
System. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Applications of the build based energy harvesting paver. 
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III. SIMULATION 

The enclosed design and dimension of the mini hydro 
generator is shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively. ANSYS 
software was used to simulate the pressure distribution of the 
mini hydro generator turbine and paver fluid bag. The 
simulation was carried out to visualise the pressure behavior 
with different shapes of the bag and paver placement. The 
pressure simulation carried out in this research was using the 
mesh information for CFX analysis, the data for both foot to 
paver and paver to paver with Domain 1 and more parameters 
are available on the shared drive link [20].  

• Nodes: ranges from 4162 to 3887 

• Elements: ranges from 14986 to13831. 

The pressure difference between the inlet and outlet of the 
mini hydro generator induces the driving torque for the turbine 
to rotate as shown in Fig. 7. Different size and design of bags 
were studied in this research and the simulation results for each 
case of the bag design is available on [21]. The summarised 
results is shown in Table II. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Configuration of the enclosed radial-flow mini hydro generator [13]. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. 2-dimensional drawing of mini hydro generator. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Pressure distribution of mini hydro generator turbine blade [13]. 

The results obtained for pressure distribution contour are 
tabulated in Table II, the maximum pressure exerted on bag and 
paver placement are taken as for final design and fabrication. 
The power outputs are later discussed in Section IV.  

 

TABLE II.  SIMULATION RESULTS OF THE PRESSURE  CONTOUR 

Pressure Contour (Pascal) 
Bag Shapes Foot to Paver Paver to Paver 
Square bag 1.554 x 104 29.62 

Rectangular bag 1.554 x 104 29.82 

Half Ellipse bag 1.553 x 104 30.34 

Quarter Ellipsoid bag* 7.609 x 103 29.17 

Semi-Circular bag 1.554 x 104 29.5 

Vertically Cut Cylinder bag 1.567 x 104 30.34 

      * denotes the maximum pressure.  

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To design a fluid based energy harvesting paver, pressure is 
one of the fundamental part for analysis. Table II shows the 
pressure results for both cases, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 depict the 
maximum pressure obtained by Quarter Ellipsoid bag. Foot to 
bag and paver to paver pressure values are 7.609 x 103 Pa and 
29.17 Pa, respectively for the Quarter Ellipsoid bag.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Pressure distribution contour for foot to paver. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. Pressure distribution contour for paver to paver. 

The power generating capability of the Quarter Ellipsoid bag 
fluid based energy harvester was examined by connecting the 
system with charge controller and random resistors as a load. 
Different  resistive loads were kept constant for applied forces 
and the peak output power is shown in Fig. 10. The peak output 
voltage and  power were measured for different load resistance 
ranging from 30Ω to 750Ω with an average force of 650-700 N 
is shown in Fig. 11. It was seen that the power increased to a 
peak of 1.4 W with load resistance of 390Ω and started to 
decrease thereafter. However, the current kept on decreasing 
whereas the voltage kept on increasing with the rising load 
resistance.  
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Apparently, the relationship between pressure and output 
power are directly proportional for fluid based energy harvesting 
technique. A greater force applied to the paver will create 
significant amount of pressure which  rotates the mini hydro 
generator effectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10.  Average power output with different applied force. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11.  Voltage, Current and Power output at different load resistance for 
Fluid Based Energy Harvesting System. 

V. CONCLUSION  

This research shows that a fluid-based energy harvesting 
paver using a mini hydro generator was able  to produce 1.4J of 
energy per step. The proposed system uses the human footstep 
to produce electrical energy for powering a low powered device. 
The vertical applied force pushes the water from the bag to rotate 
the turbine and produce an electrical energy. Design of the fluid 
bag design with an  enclosed mini hydro generator was studied 
in this research. The pressure simulation on different fluid bag 
design was carried out and the best design was further analyzed 
experimentally to see the performance of the turbine with 
applied force on the paver and found that the quarter ellipsoid 
shaped one is the best performer which can produce upto 1.4J 
per step. 
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